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ABSTRACT: Discharge of weakly bound, positive, and negative charges upon
annealing of atomic and molecular layers that form a nanocapacitor is
demonstrated as a sensitive detection method of low-temperature restructuring
of films, such as densification, phase transitions, and desorption. This is detected
by employing temperature-programmed contact potential difference (TP-ΔCPD)
measurements utilizing a Kelvin probe within an ultrahigh-vacuum environment.
Onset temperature for the discharge and its profiles are shown to be dependent
on the film growth temperature but independent of the charge identity. The
discharge is triggered by the restructuring processes, as demonstrated for very
different materials�Kr, CD3Cl, and amorphous solid water (ASW) films. The
discharge phenomenon leads to a deeper and better understanding of the
complex low-temperature processes that take place within molecular films, often
at temperatures significantly lower than their onset for desorption.

1. INTRODUCTION
Temperature-programmed contact potential difference (TP-
ΔCPD) measurements and their derivative, d(ΔCPD)/dT,
typically recorded via an in vacuum Kelvin probe, are
complementary methods to temperature-programmed desorp-
tion (ΔP-TPD). While ΔP-TPD monitors adsorbates upon
their removal to the gas phase, TP-ΔCPD provides
information on atoms/molecules that are in their adsorbed
state.1 Thus, in the absence of other competing processes, the
d(ΔCPD)/dT spectrum recorded for thin films is directly
proportional to the desorption rate obtained during ΔP-TPD
measurements. An advantage the TP-ΔCPD method has over
ΔP-TPD (also for thick films) is its capability to sense dynamic
processes that the adsorbed film undergoes at temperatures
significantly lower than the onset for desorption.
TP-ΔCPD measurements were shown to be beneficial in the

study of dielectric properties of thick molecular films (ices),
with focus on crystalline and amorphous solid water (ASW),
either neutral or charged.2−10 In the latter case, the possible
effect of the nature of the charging (positive or negative) has
not been addressed so far.
Following adsorption of thick layers, the ΔCPD is expressed

as the difference ΔCPDsubstrate/film interface − Vfilm, where Vfilm is
the potential that may spontaneously evolve within the
adsorbed film between its interfaces with the substrate and
the surrounding medium (herein, the vacuum). If |Vfilm| > 0
and independent of film temperature, then the polarization of
the film will be modified only due to the removal of adsorbed
layers while TP-ΔCPD will still be comparable and propor-
tional to ΔP-TPD. This, however, is rarely the case, as Vfilm of
thick molecular films grown at low temperatures often exhibits

a strong dependence on temperature.11−14 Moreover, sponta-
neous polarization that may be developed within molecular
films, also termed as spontelectric effect, often depends on the
porous nature of films when grown at low temperatures.6,12,13

Once a molecular film is bombarded by low-energy charges
(electrons or positive ions, at a low enough energy to avoid
removal or dissociation of molecules within the film), these
charges accumulate near its vacuum interface.4,15,16 The
charged film, if stable enough at the interface, typically obeys
a classical plate capacitor physics.2,4,5,8,16 Here, the charged
interface with the vacuum forms the “top” electrode, whereas
the interface with the metallic substrate forms the “bottom”
one. The potential difference evolving between the two
“plates”, ΔV, can be expressed as

= =V V V
QL

A T
film
charged

film
neutral

0 ( ) (1)

where Q indicates accumulated charges, A is the area exposed
to the impinging charges (taken as the area of the substrate), L
is the distance between the plates (approximately the film
thickness), ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and ε(T) is the
temperature-dependent relative permittivity of the film. These
nanocapacitors were demonstrated to develop extremely high
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electric fields, more than 108 V/m.4,5,17 Such fields may affect
the orientation of guest molecules embedded within the host
ice17 and potentially (at even higher fields) can catalyze their
reactivity.18 Charging of molecular films by low-energy
electrons and ions is a fundamental process that occurs
throughout the universe. It results from the interaction of
condensed matter with high-energy radiation, e.g., cosmic rays,
γ-rays, X-rays, UV light, ion beams, and free electrons, with
implications on diverse fields,19 including environmental and
life sciences,20 medicine,21−23 as well as astrochemistry.24,25

2. METHODS
The current experiments were performed in an ultrahigh-
vacuum environment (UHV; base pressure of 2 × 10−10 Torr),
where an 8 × 8 mm2 Ru(0001) substrate is held at the center
of the UHV chamber, attached to a closed-cycle He
refrigerator. The substrate is cleaned daily by 15 min of
sputtering using 1000 eV Ne+ ions, followed by 10 min
annealing at 1450 K. Films were grown on top of the substrate
by backfilling the UHV chamber with the designated gaseous
species. Bombardment of the films either with low-energy
electrons (3 eV; emitted from a Kimball Physics, ELG-2
electron gun) for 60 s or with low-energy Ne+ ions (85 eV;
generated by a Varian, 981−2043 sputter-gun;) for 10 s leads
to their respective negative or positive charging. The electron
energy is sufficiently far from the minimum energy for
dissociative electron attachment (DEA),26,27 and the Ne+ ion
energy does not sputter the films. Charging parameters are
held identical to those generating through-the-bare substrate
transmission currents, I0, of 1.0 μA and 10 nA for electrons and
Ne+ ions, respectively. Once charging is completed, the
substrate is heated at a rate of 1 K/s while a Kelvin probe
(Au-plated mesh, 2 mm in diameter wide; Besocke Delta-PHI,
type S) monitors the contact potential difference (CPD;
measurements are typically referenced to the state of the clean
substrate and thus referred to as ΔCPD). Then, a smoothing
procedure of the ΔCPD signal recorded upon heating enables
to obtain its numerical derivative with respect to temperature,
namely, the d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra. Desorption of molecules
from the substrate or from the films is (separately) monitored
by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (SRS, RGA 200) via ΔP-
TPD measurements. Further details on the experimental setup
can be found in the Supporting Information.
In this report, we demonstrate that a correlation found

between d(ΔCPD)/dT and ΔP-TPD spectra is not limited to
specific thin films; it is a rather general phenomenon and
applies for atomic/molecular films with significantly different
nature of interactions among the atoms and molecules that
form the films. This is shown here for Kr, H2O, and CD3Cl
films. The main results of this work have been that the drop in
the measured voltage across charged films upon heating is
interpreted as a discharge (of both positive and negative
charges), triggered by structural changes within the molecular
films.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Charging of Kr Films. In Figure 1, a comparison is

presented between d(ΔCPD)/dT and ΔP-TPD spectra for
nonpolar (Vfilm = 0), 500-monolayers (ML)-thick Kr atoms
films grown on top of a Ru(0001) substrate at a growth
temperature (Tgr) of 33 K. Because Vfilm = 0, the d(ΔCPD)/
dT spectrum of thick neutral Kr film (black solid line) is

sensitive only to the desorption of the bottom-most monolayer
(Kr ΔP-TPD spectra of 1 and 500 ML are shown in orange
dashed and solid lines, respectively). However, modification of
the surface polarization by charging the film enables the Kelvin
probe to monitor the multilayer desorption as well; see the
blue (positive charging) and red (negative charging) differ-
ential d(ΔCPD)/dT profiles in Figure 1.
Charging the Kr film by low-energy electrons or Ne+ ions

polarizes the film. In the case of positive charging, Ne+ ionizes
Kr atoms at the top of the Kr film to form a layer of Kr+
(transforming the film into an effective plate capacitor). The
Ne+ ions are subsequently scattered back to the gas phase as
neutral Ne atoms, as previously shown for ASW films
employing Ar+ or Ne+ ions.4,10 The charge transfer (from Kr
to Ne+) occurs due to the higher ionization energy of Ne
relative to that of the Kr atoms within the atomic ice, 21.6 and
11.9 eV, respectively.28,29 Voltage drop (discharge) of the
charged Kr ice upon subsequent annealing is displayed in
Figure 1 by the red and blue lines following negative and
positive charging, respectively. The blue and red filled areas,
below and above the spectrum of the noncharged ice (black
solid line), mark the potential difference between the two
“electrodes” of the nanocapacitor (ΔV) for each type of
charging. We note that the differential profiles [d(ΔCPD)/dT]
of both the positive and the negative charging extend beyond
the multilayer desorption peak (at temperatures above 52 K).
It can be explained only if some of the charged Kr ions are
stabilized by Kr atoms surrounding them at monolayer
coverage or that 3D islands that include residual charging are
stabilized at temperatures above 52 K. This issue, however,
requires further investigation.

Figure 1. Desorption of nonpolar Kr films, as detected by a Kelvin
probe. d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of neutral, 500-ML-thick Kr ice grown
at 33 K (black solid line) and of charged Kr films (red and blue lines)
are demonstrated. Charged films were formed by their bombardment
with low-energy charges, either negative (3.0 eV electrons, red) or
positive (85 eV Ne+, in blue). Solid and dashed orange lines are the
ΔP-TPD spectra of 500- and 1-ML-thick Kr films, respectively (not to
scale). Inset: Film thickness (ML) vs the reciprocal of the (shifted to
higher temperature with thickness) multilayer desorption peak
temperature (Tpeak), as obtained from ΔP-TPD measurements
(orange triangles) and from the d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of the Kr
films, either negatively (red squares) or positively (blue circles)
charged.
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Thickness-dependent TP-ΔCPD study of Kr films (see inset
of Figure 1) reveals the typical zero-order kinetics of multilayer
film desorption. The zero-order kinetics is demonstrated by a
shift of the d(ΔCPD)/dT peak to a higher temperature as the
film thickness increases (red squares and blue circles for
negative and positive charging, respectively). The temperature
of the multilayer desorption peak is valuable for extracting the
apparent energetics of the interatomic interaction. This can be
obtained since the film thickness is proportional to ∫ Td0

Tpeakexp-
(−Edes/kBT)dT, where Edes is the activation energy for
desorption, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T0 is the onset
temperature for the multilayer desorption, and Tpeak is the
multilayer desorption peak temperature (Redhead analysis).30

Due to the small changes in Tpeak as the film thickness
increases (of only a few degrees), the result of the integral can
be approximated to A0 exp(−Edes/kBTpeak). Fitting the data to
this Arrhenius-like expression yields an apparent activation
energy for the desorption of Kr atoms from its multilayer of 14
± 2 kJ/mol, in agreement with the 13 ± 2 kJ/mol value
extracted from equivalent ΔP-TPD measurements of non-
charged films (orange triangles) and slightly above the
sublimation energy of Kr atoms of 11 kJ/mol, as reported in
the literature.31 The smaller area under the positive charging
(blue in Figure 1), compared to the negative charging (in red),
is attributed to a lower level of the initial charging, as a result of
the very different flux and energy. Although the charging level
is lower, the efficiency of the positive charging exceeds that of
the negative one. In both cases, the charging is very stable for a
long duration (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).

3.2. Charging of ASW Films. Thick water layers grow as
amorphous solid (ASW)32 and are porous at adsorption

temperatures below 115 K.33 This is attributed primarily to
their permanent dipole moment and the hydrogen bonding
that they form among neighboring water molecules. Inves-
tigations have shown that ASW films develop spontaneous
polarization, with the present-day understanding that their
porous structure governs the polarization of the films and its
voltage buildup.6,12,34 Molecules on pore walls (partially)
orient their dipoles with a component in the direction normal
to the substrate plane. These dipoles accumulate during film
growth and eventually form a significant degree of macroscopic
polarization within the film. An irreversible depolarization is
recorded when the films are annealed.12 During the annealing
process, the porous structure collapses and leads to
densification and depolarization of the film.6,35,36

The morphology of ASW films is significantly affected by the
growth conditions, where the porosity and density of the ASW
films are primarily dictated by the growth temperature. The
porosity of ASW decreases as the substrate temperature at film
growth (Tgr) increases,37,38 turning into a compact film
(nonporous) at Tgr above 115 K. TP-ΔCPD measurements
of ASW films show only minor changes in polarization at
annealing temperatures below their respective Tgr. In contrast,
at annealing temperatures above Tgr, a significant change in the
film polarization is detected. This is demonstrated in Figure 2a
for a 700-ML-thick ASW film grown at 50 K and then cooled
to 35 K prior to its annealing (black solid line). TP-ΔCPD
measurements comparing charged and noncharged films of
ASW clearly demonstrate this point, as demonstrated in Figure
S2 in the Supporting Information. The d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra
of noncharged films grown at Tgr in the range 35−120 K and
then cooled down to 35 K (black dashed lines in Figure 2b)
reveal that the broad low-temperature depolarization peak

Figure 2. Restructuring and phase transitions of ASW as detected by a Kelvin probe. (a) TP-ΔCPD profile (black solid line) of a noncharged 700-
ML-thick ASW film grown at 50 K. (b) d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of noncharged (black dashed lines), negatively charged (red) and positively charged
(blue) ASW films. Layers were grown at the indicated growth temperatures (Tgr) and were subsequently charged either positively or negatively,
both at a fixed charging temperature of 35 K. The d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra are compared to ΔP-TPD measurements of caged Kr atoms co-deposited
within a noncharged ASW film grown at 35 K [orange solid line in (a); Kr dose is equivalent to 1 ML]. (c) Dependence on the growth temperature
of the apparent activation energy for depolarization and for the binding energies of the charges (in matching colors). Dominant number of
hydrogen bonds per water molecule is indicated as 2HB, 3HB, and 4HB for 2, 3, and 4 hydrogen bonds, respectively, based on IR measurements
and interpretation in the literature.6
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shifts to higher temperatures, coupled to the increase in Tgr. A
comparison between TP-ΔCPD measurements and temper-
ature-dependent infrared absorbance around 3700 cm−1

assigned to undercoordinated water dangling bonds demon-
strates a nice overlap in terms of their thermal response and
spectral breadth.6 Eventually, the growth temperature imposes
a unique morphology, as reflected by a specific polarization
change upon heating. Regardless of a particular Tgr value, there
is an annealing temperature (130 K), above which all of the
spectra overlap,12 reflecting an identical structure prior to
desorption of the water film (multilayer desorption onset at
140 K). A Redhead-like analysis30 of the depolarization peak is
used to extract apparent activation energies for depolarization
in the range of 12.5−39.0 kJ/mol (black squares in Figure 2c).
Once adsorbed on cold surfaces, water molecules may trap

coadsorbed atoms and molecules38 and can compress and cage
preadsorbed ones39−41 due to their strong interaction with
substrates and among themselves (via hydrogen bonding).
Upon annealing, the caged (weakly interacting) guest
molecules explosively desorb at the onset and during the
crystallization process of the host ASW film at a characteristic
desorption peak width of 2−3 degrees. A second desorption
peak of the guest molecules follows the multilayer desorption
of the host molecules at higher temperature. The explosive
desorption is termed the “molecular volcano”41 and was
demonstrated for various weakly interacting species trapped
inside ASW films.42 Recently, the reversed process of abrupt
ejection toward the substrate has been demonstrated for guest
molecules that strongly interact with the substrate (NH3@
ASW), coined “inverse-volcano”.43

Co-depositing ASW films with small quantities of inert
atoms, e.g., Kr, has been demonstrated to be useful for
monitoring structural changes occurring within the host matrix
at temperatures below crystallization, due to the formation of
cracks which provide escape routes of the caged species to the
gas phase.38,42

The d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra may then be compared with a
ΔP-TPD measurement of co-deposited Kr within ASW film,
grown at 35 K, here at a total Kr dose of 1 ML. The
comparison reveals that polarization changes within the host
molecular matrix occur at the same temperatures that are
indicated by the desorption of the Kr atoms (orange line in
Figure 2a at 157 K and 185 K). In other words, both
phenomena originate from the same macroscopic events the
films undergo. These are assigned to crystallization to the
hexagonal ice (ice Ih) at 157 K, leading to the “atomic
volcano”, and at the high-temperature peak to the multilayer
desorption of the host ASW matrix (at 185 K for 700-ML-thick
film, 1 K/s heating rate). A small fraction of the Kr atoms
desorb at lower temperatures (∼70 K), apparently from the
film−vacuum interface, signifying the weak interaction of Kr
atoms with water molecules.
Following charging, annealing of the ASW films leads to a

sensitive probe of the restructure of the films via the voltage
drop observed in the TP-ΔCPD spectrum, as demonstrated in
Figure 2a by the solid black line. In addition, the red and blue
lines of the differential spectra [d(ΔCPD)/dT] for negatively
(red) and positively (blue) charged films follow the same
temperature dependence, as shown in Figure 2b. The most
striking observation is that the discharge profiles are
independent of charge sign, resulting in a mirror-image-like
behavior. Moreover, the highest discharge rate, as measured
during TP-ΔCPD measurements, is obtained exactly at the

same temperature as the highest depolarization rate measured
in neutral films grown at the same Tgr. Overall, neutral and
charged films display almost identical TP-ΔCPD profiles (see
Figure S2 in the Supporting Information); however, as
expected, the charged ices present much more intense
d(ΔCPD)/dT signals. The independence of the discharge
profiles on the charge type is a surprising observation that has
not been demonstrated before, and is not yet a well-
understood behavior because of the different nature of
interaction of the two opposite charges. A Redhead-like
analysis is employed for extracting apparent binding energies of
both the positive and negative charges (red circles and blue
triangles in Figure 2c). These apparent binding energies can be
correlated with the populations of dangling bonds, known to
be affected by and modified during heating of the films, and to
the nature of the charge binding sites. From a comparison to
the work of Bu et al.,6 we conclude that depolarization and
discharge upon annealing of ASW films grown at Tgr below 70
K occur at the same temperature and therefore are proposed to
be correlated with a decay of the integrated IR absorbance at
3720 cm−1, which has been assigned to two-coordinated water
molecules (denoted as 2HB in Figure 2c). At this Tgr range, the
intensity of three-coordinated water molecules (IR absorbance
near 3696 cm−1; denoted as 3HB in Figure 2c) barely changes.
From their data, films that are grown at 70 K should not show
any IR peak near 3720 cm−1.6 At Tgr above 70 K, the integrated
intensity of the IR band at 3696 cm−1 for the three-
coordinated water molecules decays as well, and at 120 K,
this peak vanishes,6 signifying the dominance of a fully
compact film where each water molecule possesses four
hydrogen bonds (4HB in Figure 2c). This configuration results
in the formation of higher stability sites for trapped charges.
Moreover, the increasing binding energies of both negative and
positive charges with the number of hydrogen bonds per
(water) molecule at exactly the same pattern are a new
observation. The fact that the discharge profiles follow the
depolarization of the neutral films suggests that the discharge
occurs in response to structural modifications within the film,
such as pore collapse in the case of films grown at low Tgr.
We conclude, therefore, that the charging with subsequent

discharge of such films does not induce the structural
modification but rather amplify the ΔCPD signature of these
identical structural changes. A comparison of the amplitude of
the discharge profile via the d(ΔCPD)/dT signal to that of the
thermal ΔCPD response of neutral films shows that it is
amplified by a factor of 3 at Tgr = 35 K and by a factor of 6 at
Tgr = 70 K. The amplification factor depends on the extent of
charging.
The d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of noncharged ASW films grown

at Tgr < 120 K reveal a minor change in polarization around
130 K.12 When discussing films grown at Tgr = 120 K, this
change can barely be seen, as it is reduced to the limit of the
detectability of the probe. In contrast, ASW films grown at 120
K and subsequently charged reveal a sharp peak at 130 K upon
annealing. This peak intensity is enhanced by a factor of 75
relative to the intensity recorded for noncharged films when
grown at low temperatures. This peak is tentatively assigned to
the amorphous-to-cubic ice (ice Ic) phase transition.32,44

Assuming this assignment is correct, the fact that no
measurable Kr atomic volcano is associated with it at 130 K,
in contrast to the phase transition to the ice Ih crystalline phase
at 157 K (see Figure 2a) suggests that only a small fraction of
the ASW crystalizes to the cubic phase. Above 115 K, the films
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are expected to be compact and thus should not be polar
anymore (unlike the case of the low-temperature growth).
Since the neutral films are nonpolar, changes in the relative
permittivity cannot affect our Kelvin probe measurement. The
fact that the voltage drop (discharge) dramatically enhances
this feature leads us to propose that discharge follows this
macroscopic molecular movement (phase transition) rather
than a dielectric response. The differential discharge [via the
d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra] is wide and structured and therefore
should reflect energetically different binding sites that appear
very similar for both negative and positive charges.

3.3. Charging of CD3Cl Films. The discussion above has
so far demonstrated the effect of charging on inert atoms (Kr)
and the well-studied system of ASW. Recent studies have
shown that various polar organic molecules spontaneously
form highly polar films upon their condensation under UHV
conditions at cryogenic temperatures.7,9,11 Subsequent anneal-
ing results in nonreversible depolarization profiles that are
remarkably similar to the TP-ΔCPD profiles presented here. In
order to explore to what extent the charging effects are general
among different molecular films, we have extended our study
to the behavior of nonpolar molecular films (Vfilm = 0)
composed of dipolar molecules that do not form hydrogen
bonding. This is the case of the methyl chloride (CD3Cl) films.
The macroscopic minimal level of polarity of the film during
growth is apparently due to the antiparallel nature of
consecutive layers in the film.39

Methyl chloride does not form a significantly polar film upon
its growth. This is indicated by ΔCPD measurements
conducted during the adsorption of thick molecular CD3Cl
films, as demonstrated in Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information. Nevertheless, TP-ΔCPD measurements (Figure
3a) can still record a macroscopic motion of the molecular
dipoles during film restructure, as demonstrated in the 10-fold
magnified d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of neutral films (black dashed
lines in Figure 3b). Comparison of ΔP-TPD spectrum of co-
deposited Kr atoms with methyl chloride films (orange line)
and d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of neutral and charged methyl
chloride films reveals that crystallization apparently occurs at
71 K, as detected via the “volcano” desorption of the Kr atoms
at this temperature. Methyl chloride in-vacuum crystallization
has not been reported so far in the literature, as far as we know.
The d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra in Figure 3b suggest that the films
of methyl chloride are nonporous. Evidence for the apparent
compact morphology of this molecular film is indicated by the
absence of a peak at temperatures below that of crystallization.
As in the ASW films, charging with subsequent discharge
significantly amplifies (here by a factor of 60) peaks observed
in the noncharged d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra, regardless of positive
or negative charges.
The smaller amplitude of the positive derivative signal (blue

area in Figure 3b) may arise from a less stable positive charging
of the “molecular capacitor” of CD3Cl when compared with
the negative charging (the red area in Figure 3b). However, as
demonstrated in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, in
both cases, only a minor voltage drop appears, indicating the
formation of a stable “top plate”. One must also consider the 2
orders of magnitude lower dosage of Ne+ ions colliding with
the films.
Ionization of the films by the impinging Ne+ ions at the

film−vacuum interface, and as a result, the positively charged
layer formation is more efficient than the direct electrons
charging, stabilization, and negatively charged layer formation.

This is manifested by the 2 orders of magnitude higher current
necessary for charging the films with electrons. This
observation results also in a thicker negatively charged “top
plate” (exact number of charged layers cannot exactly
determined) when compared with the positive ionization
process. This, however, should not affect the “plate capacitor”
physics we consider because of the large thickness of the entire
films we study.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The present study demonstrates that TP-ΔCPD spectra and
their associated differential mode of d(ΔCPD)/dT can
monitor high coverage molecular desorption, similar to ΔP-
TPD, enabling the extraction of binding energies of positive
and negative charges to the host molecular films, as shown for
Kr, CD3Cl, and ASW. In addition, it provides information on
the kinetics of various restructure processes, such as
densification and phase transition within the investigated
films as temperature increases. It is shown that the type of
charging (negative or positive) does not affect the temperature
at which discharge takes place. This is due to the main
observation of this study, namely, that structural changes
within atomic and molecular films, having very different
thermal and chemical properties, are the driving force for the
discharge events of the positively and negatively charged films.

Figure 3. Restructuring and phase transitions of solid methyl chloride
(CD3Cl) films. (a) TP-ΔCPD profile (black solid lines) of a
noncharged 300-ML-thick CD3Cl film grown at 50 K. In addition,
ΔP-TPD spectra of pure 300-ML-thick CD3Cl film, in green, and of
Kr atoms co-deposited with 300-ML-thick CD3Cl film (total Kr dose
of 1 ML), in orange, are presented. (b) d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of
noncharged and charged 300-ML-thick CD3Cl films grown at either
35 or 70 K (and then cooled down to 35 K before recording the
spectrum), as indicated. The d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra of the noncharged
films (dashed black lines) are magnified 10-fold. Vertical positions of
the ΔP-TPD and d(ΔCPD)/dT spectra are arbitrarily shifted on the
y-axis for clarity.
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This is indicated by Kelvin probe measurements in the case of
noncharged f ilms.
This conclusion is in contrast to earlier studies by Cowin

and co-workers,45 who claimed that the observed voltage drop
(or rise) during temperature increase of charged films
(revealed through the TP-ΔCPD spectra) occurs exclusively
due to very large, compensating, temperature effects on the
relative permittivity (dielectric constant, ε(T)) of such films.
This study was limited only to positive charging of the ASW
film (by D2O+ and Cs+). This hypothesis, however, without a
direct, in situ, in vacuum way to detect or measure the changing
value of ε(T) and the fact that both the positive and negative
charges should then keep residing on the top film−vacuum
interface even after the voltage change has taken place at a
higher temperature is physically unlikely to explain the entire
picture. Nevertheless, one cannot exclude the possibility that
our view of discharge at the restructure temperature takes place
together with some (unknown) modification in the relative
permittivity of the film as well. The thermal behavior of
molecular films and their structural changes, magnified when
these films are charged when monitored by a Kelvin probe,
provides an insight into the stability and failure issues of
nonconducting solids in general.
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